
Anti-Rituximab monoclonal
antibody, clone 194D7 (Biotin)

Catalog Number: MAB23084

Regulatory Status: For research use only (RUO)

Product Description: Rabbit monoclonal antibody

raised against Rituximab.

Target gene is CD20.

Clone Name: 194D7

Immunogen: Rituximab.

Host: Rabbit

Inhibitory IC50: Non-inhibitory

Applications: ELISA, S-ELISA

(See our web site product page for detailed applications

information)

Protocols: See our web site at

http://www.abnova.com/support/protocols.asp or product

page for detailed protocols

Specificity: The product is specific for Rituximab. The

antibody is recommended as a detection antibody in a

pharmacokinetic (PK) bridging assay with capture

antibody : Anti-Rituximab monoclonal antibody, clone

137C6 (Cat # MAB23082).

Form: Lyophilized

Conjugation: Biotin

Preparation Method: The antibody is produced from a

hybridoma resulting from the fusion of partner and B-

lymphocytes obtained from a rabbit immunized with

Rituximab.

Purification: Protein A purification

Isotype: IgG1

Recommend Usage: ELISA (0.005-1 ug/mL

(Direct/Indirect))

Sandwich ELISA

The optimal working dilution should be determined by

the end user.

Storage Buffer: Lyophilized from PBS, pH 7.4 (1%

BSA, 0.02% sodium azide).

Storage Instruction: Store at -20°C. The lyophilized

product remains stable up to 1 year at -20°C from date

of receipt.

After reconstitution with deionized water (or equivalent)

to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL, it can be stored for

2-3 weeks at 2-8°C or for up to 12 months at -20°C or

below.

Aliquot to avoid repeated freezing and thawing.

Entrez GeneID: 931

Gene Symbol: MS4A1

Gene Alias: B1, Bp35, CD20, LEU-16, MGC3969,

MS4A2, S7

Gene Summary: This gene encodes a member of the

membrane-spanning 4A gene family. Members of this

nascent protein family are characterized by common

structural features and similar intron/exon splice

boundaries and display unique expression patterns

among hematopoietic cells and nonlymphoid tissues.

This gene encodes a B-lymphocyte surface molecule

which plays a role in the development and differentiation

of B-cells into plasma cells. This family member is

localized to 11q12, among a cluster of family members.

Alternative splicing of this gene results in two transcript

variants which encode the same protein. [provided by

RefSeq]
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